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The Honolulu Marathon. Third-largest marathon in the world. 30,000 runners in a single year.

Over $100,000 paid to leading racers. The crowning reward of amateur joggers’ yearly

calendars. An estimated $100,000,000-boost for the local economy. Mega-corporate

sponsorship. Big Business. Big Money.But it didn’t start out that way.In The Honolulu Marathon,

Mark Osmun, who covered the event in the 1970s for the Honolulu Advertiser, recounts the

origins of this amazing event and motivations of the people who made it happen. From

recording the promotional showmanship of the zealous Dr. Jack Scaff, to the kidnapping of

world-class runners, to joining in the race itself, Osmun became the principal chronicler of the

marathon—an event that became the bellwether for the nation’s subsequent “Running

Boom.”Originally published in 1979, and told in the fast-paced style of “New Journalism,” The

Honolulu Marathon placed the event on the international stage and now gives us perspective

on the colossus it has become.Now with new material and a preface by the author, The

Honolulu Marathon is a must-read for everyone who has—or will—run the race.

About the AuthorLe Dr Bruce H. Lipton est un leader mondialement reconnu dans l’unification

de la science et de l’esprit, et l’une des voix les plus écoutées dans la nouvelle biologie.

Biologiste cellulaire de formation, il a enseigné à l’école de médecine de l’Université du

Wisconsin, et il a réalisé ensuite des études novatrices à l’Université Stanford. Il a été

conférencier invité lors de centaines d’émissions de télévision et de radio, ainsi que le

présentateur principal lors de nombreuses conférences nationales et internationales. --This

text refers to the paperback edition.
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TheHonolulu Marathon Mark Hazard Osmun The Honolulu Marathon All rights

reserved © 1979, 2006 Mark Hazard Osmun No part of this book may be reproduced or

transmitted in any form or by any means, graphic, electronic, or mechanical, including

photocopying, recording, taping, or any information storage or retrieval system, without

permission in writing by the publisher. Information address: Raven Ideas,

ravenideas@yahoo.com www.ravenideas.com Printed in the United States of

America This book is dedicated to my loving parents, James and Hazel, and to Karla, the

love of my life. Thanks go to: Von Weeks, Kenny Moore, James L.S. Cobb, David Bradley, Terry

and Chris Mullen, Doug & Maile Ostrem, Jack and Donna Scaff, Alan Tang, Michael Fineman,

The Honolulu Marathon Association, The Mid-Pacific Road Runners Club, Doug Straehley, Joel

Smith, and the runners who are the event and hence the book. Author's Preface There is

only one beginning of a thing. It is the place to which we return when we need perspective. We

sniff around, find the trail of our own footfalls and trace our steps forward from that point,

seeking along the way clues and insights we may have missed the first time through. It is my

hope that the new edition of The Honolulu Marathon will give everyone involved in this event an

opportunity to look at this phenomenon as it originally developed and to take from that view

some perspective when marveling at the spectacle of the race today. When I moved back to

Honolulu in 2004, some twenty-seven years after writing The Honolulu Marathon, I

encountered an event quite different—at least statistically and financially—from the one I'd

covered for the Honolulu Advertiser in the 1970s. However, I could see that the race remained

spiritually the same. Ten times as many runners participate now as in 1977; corporate

sponsorships have flooded the coffers of the organizing body; runners are paid cash prizes;

two-thirds of the participants come from Japan; the race is shown on live television to two-

million viewers in Tokyo; race promoters claim the event brings $100,000,000 to Honolulu's

economy. All of these changes are, of course, good things; but even better is the fact that amid

all the changes, the spirit of the original run endures. You can see it in the faces of the runners.

Whether surrounded by 30,000 comrades, 3,000 or 300, those who are deep within the pack

see only the people closest to them. They feel the same kinship, euphoric highs, pains, and

satisfactions today that they would have felt in 1973. During its formative period (1973-1978)

the Honolulu Marathon doubled in size every year—a rate that has been equaled only once.

That growth, like the growth of long-distance running itself, came about not from an interest in

competition, but from a quest for personal longevity and an enhanced quality of life. At the

forefront of that quest was the hedonistic, crazy-as-a-fox, cardiologist Dr. Jack Scaff. A

shameless promoter, a zealot, a lover of life, a practicing opponent of death, and one not afraid

of hyperbole, Scaff almost made us believe that immortality could be achieved through running.

If challenged on that today, Scaff, I imagine, might invoke the same response offered by the

Scotch distiller who claimed that drinking the right amount of whisky would enable one to live

forever. What is the right amount? "We don't quite know yet, laddie," comes the reply, "but we

have a lot of people workin' on it." Aye, that he does. Though written originally as a revelatory

chronicle of the then-unfolding social craze called the "Running Boom," The Honolulu

Marathon, it is hoped, now serves to illuminate the original nature of the event—an event which

is now, as it was then, the third-largest marathon in the world. (Once, in 1995, the Honolulu

Marathon enjoyed the distinction of being the world's largest marathon when it drew 34,434

entrants.) Ultimately The Honolulu Marathon is a tale about people going to great lengths to

get the most out of life. They still do.  Honolulu, April 2006            PART ONE        



Rev. Scaff / P. T. Barnum & the Blue Hawai`i Treadmill Dr. Jack Scaff is at the wheel of his old,

faded-purple Mercedes (which because of its age and ridiculous color types him more as an

eccentric than a snob); he is cruising through Honolulu's early evening traffic on his way to the

Blue Hawaii restaurant, where he will deliver his now-sought-after lecture. His wife, Donna, sits

serenely between us—and a good thing, too. Because now, after going on twelve hours of

shadowing Jack Scaff through his maniacal schedule of running, cardiac tests, consultations,

promotions, wheels-and-deals, and nonstop rantings, I am feeling traces of a wild impulse to

spring across the seat and throttle the geek in mid-sentence.It's not that I'm a violent person.

I'm not. And it's not that Scaff has been any more caustic than usual today. He hasn't. In fact,

he has been extremely cooperative. The problem is more deeply rooted than that. It lies in the

fact that here I am embarking on what is sure to be a shaky project, writing an unsolicited book

—a project that will probably cost me my newspaper job, a project that I'm not even sure I'm

capable of doing—and it's dawning on me that somehow Scaff, this eccentric medical hooligan,

this P. T. Barnum of the Exercise Theory—who drives a purple Mercedes, for chrissake!—is the

cause of it; my future is tied to a madman. What's more, Scaff has been spitting out medical

data, anecdotes, facts about the marathon and about running, ribald tales, hype, and personal

history for the entire twelve hours, and once again my hopes for organizing any of it into a

coherent tale have vanished."We started this rehabilitation stuff at Queen's Hospital," says

Scaff as he turns the car onto Beretania Street. "We wanted to get our cardiac patients in good

enough shape so that when they went home they wouldn't be all deconditioned from lying

around in bed. Fine. Then I decided we needed some kind of outpatient program—some light,

gradual exercise for these people—as an alternative to surgery. I went down to the YMCA

hoping to set it up. But it took the Young Men's Christian Association quite a while to accept the

notion of heart-attack patients in an exercise program. It took about a year and a half of going

down and beating them over the head. I finally said, 'Well, it's your goddamn Christian duty to

help these people! What the hell are you here for?'. . . They came around.”In the midst of

scribbling down his story, I look up and calculate whether I could actually lunge over Donna

and tear that smug look off Scaff's face. I sigh and decide against it and instead ponder how I

got into this thing to begin with. In 1975, when I first went to work for the Honolulu Advertiser,

the sports department lay in shambles. . . . The whole building looked like an artillery barrage

had scored a direct hit upon it. Open spaces gaped where walls should stand. Exposed phone

lines dangled from the ceiling at neck level like boa constrictors. Typewriters choked with caked

plaster dust, and the location of electrical outlets remained a mystery to everyone. Renovation!

The guts of the editorial offices had been ripped out to make room for what would become total

remodeling, complete with then-state-of-the-art video display terminals, computer scanners,

the works. The management had progressive aspirations.At the time, however, nothing

progressive took place in the sports department. Three rewrite men and one editor rummaged

through the ruins of their office, pasting together baseball scores and looking for lost stories. I

had been with the paper about three months and had learned all about tracing power lines

throughout the building to find an outlet for the telecopier and how to get splinters out of

typewriter ribbons.Under such conditions I got my first look at the Exec. He was a short,

chubby, nervous sort who had the ability to pass on that nervousness to his subordinates.

"Buck," he was called. When Buck entered the sports cubicle, I happened to be crawling out

from under a desk, fresh from a find-the-outlet raid."Who's doing the marathon this year?" he

asked Ron DeLacy, the sports editor.Ron, who had been hacking his way through a tangled

forest of news items, hadn't been giving the marathon a lot of thought. What the hell? That race

was two months away. He looked toward Ben Kalb, a frizzy-haired, fashion-conscious, disco



addict who had covered it the year before. "You?"Kalb gave a pained look and said he thought

there was probably some tennis tournament on Maui that he should be at around then.Buck:

"Now listen. Last year the marathon had three hundred runners—that's double what they had

the year before. This year they'll probably have six hundred."A pause here, and silence from

the group."This thing is going to be as big as the Boston Marathon someday, and I want us to

be a part of it. I want us to get in on the ground floor. We've already got a deadline break on the

Star-Bulletin"—Honolulu's evening paper—"but I want to get everything first! . . . Who's doing

it?"It was vintage Perry White, real Daily Planet newspaper lingo. Hot damn! Great Caesar's

ghost! Here was the executive editor—the most powerful man in the newspaper hierarchy that

writers ever dealt with—saying, in effect, that this 26-mile run was important to him. And then

saying that it was important to the newspaper, that he wanted lots of stories on it, that the

writer would have a blank check as far as space went, and that the marathon would eventually

be of national significance.Who's doing it? Are you kidding? Even if there were no construction

men around making office life bedlam, even if rewrite weren't so dull, even if there were no

vague promises of reward, even if you hated running, the assignment would be worth taking—if

only to find out what it is that excites the brains of newspaper bosses. As far as the newspaper

was concerned, the Honolulu Marathon was the biggest winter sports event in the state, edging

out the Hawaiian Open, the Hula Bowl, and the long string of surfing contests on the North

Shore.I got the assignment. But even before the din of self-congratulations stopped ringing in

my skull, some seditious notes of fear had begun to make their appearance. Word came from

the Exec that he wanted a couple of features on the marathon each week beginning right away.

And by late November he would want a feature every day. This meant writing some twenty to

thirty stories, all on the same subject. Wha—? I mean, aside from the usual Boston-heroic-

masochist stories, how many things can you say about a footrace without hitting the same

ground over and over? In the coffee shop of Honolulu's Central YMCA—the home of those

fellows whose "goddamn Christian duty" it was to set up a cardiac rehabilitation program—I

waited for the infamous Dr. Jack Scaff to arrive. People came and went, some of them hopping

into the swimming pool on the other side of an enormous plate glass window, some of them in

running shorts heading outdoors. I had enough time (I arrived early) to case the building,

review my prepared questions, and reassure myself of my qualifications as a journalist (a tad

insecure perhaps, but this was, after all, my First Big Assignment. . . . might just make my

career).I knew what I was doing. What the hell? I ran . . . sometimes—two miles. That's pretty

good. In fifteen minutes, fast as hell. Grueling, too. This guy Scaff had nothing on me."Hey! You

want some coffee or something?" The sudden voice made me jump."Uh . . .""Jack Scaff. I'm

gonna get some coffee. You want some?"Scaff moved off in the same instant toward the

counter, apparently in some sort of high gear he could not disengage. Scaff: The Man to Talk to

About the Honolulu Marathon. The cardiologist who believed that exercise could actually

eliminate heart disease. The big organizer of the marathon who knew everything. A good place

to start."Buck sent you here, huh," he said when he returned. He leaned closer, attempting

what I took to be his best Jack Nicholson/Chinatown inside-information posture. I turned on my

tape recorder. "Buck's really hot on this thing. And he should be. This marathon is going to be

very big. Very big. Might help out your career, too."What kind of spiel was this? Who was this

guy to make such a presumption? A crafty devil, for sure. Trying the old you-help-me-I'll-help-

you ploy. Instantly I assumed my cynical reporter pose—polite, reserved, and skeptical—and

rummaged through a pile of newspapers that someone had left on the table, taking enough

time to let Scaff's comments die. Scaff, meanwhile, sat across the table looking for all the world

like one of the Earp brothers—one of them that maybe stayed back east a little longer than the



rest, yet still projected a sort of rowdy, roughshod demeanor: thick red mustache—the model

for the eyebrows—reddish-brown hair that jumped to a rebellious ridge on his forehead."Dr.

Scaff, when did the marath—""This marathon is probably going to be bigger than Boston.

We've got people running it who have had heart attacks, kids, people over seventy, women, it's

—running is going to change the whole field of medicine. They're going to have to revise the

whole notion of rest. They say I'm a heretic for prescribing exercise, but listen, every risk factor

associated with heart disease is reduced by an exercise program. The cholesterol drops, the

blood pressure drops, extra heartbeats disappear. There's no article in the world's literature

that can refute that. The heart's a pump. That's all. If it's beating at eighty beats per minute and

the blood pressure is one-twenty over eighty, that's all it cares about. It doesn't care about what

the body is doing. The only thing the heart can't stand is unaccustomed activity. It—""Whoa,

whoa!" I said, trying to structure the interview and bring Scaff back to the subject, which was

the Honolulu Marathon. "When did the marathon first—" But Scaff prattled on again."What?

Oh, listen, this program is so impressive that nobody can believe it on the mainland. Anyone

who has seen it, any of the visitors who come, are overwhelmed by our Marathon Clinic.

There's nothing like it in the world. It's probably the greatest sporting thing going on right now

in the whole United States. People are going back and starting new ones all patterned after

ours."Marathon Clinic. Scaff finally said something that at least sounded like a compromise

between what I wanted to know and what he'd been babbling about. I tried to get to it but, to

my rising dread, Scaff had taken off on another tangent, stampeding through defibrillators, the

physiology of the heart, prehistoric man's hunting habits, mortality rates, the medical

establishment, something he called LSD (which I was given to understand, was not the famous

drug but an acronym for Long Slow Distance, a running style), and primitive Indian tribes, any

of which could have been very interesting in itself but which taken all together were totally

impossible to coordinate within fourteen inches of newsprint . . ."Man was a hunter. His eyes

point forward, right? Like all predators. There never used to be any problem about exercise. He

would run after his food for days until the quarry dropped dead of exhaustion."After thirty-five

minutes I wondered if exhaustion were what this bastard had in mind for me. Things were

getting shaky. I let volumes of information slide by—a lost cause—and heard only bits and

pieces of Scaff's rambles and heard too my own "career" accompany that flotsam of data down

the drain. . . . definitely losing control of the interview . . ."Yeah," Scaff said, "I have this huge

dog, a monster. Bontai. He could tear your arm off. If anyone got past him, I'd get out my .44

and just shoot through the door . . . ."What? What's this guy saying? Come on, man, my first

big assignment!Then mercifully (but for no apparent reason) Scaff's tirade came in for a

landing, settling gently as a butterfly on a flower, on the Marathon Clinic.". . . So in March of '74

we set up the Honolulu Marathon Clinic. It meets every Sunday morning at seven in the park.

What it is, we start people off very slowly—walking, if need be, but moving for one hour. Of

course, if they've been sedentary for a long time we recommend a treadmill stress test. But

anyway, we get them moving maybe three times a week at first. We use the talk test—go only

at a pace where you can maintain a conversation the whole time, and drink water every twenty

minutes or so."You don't have to be a cardiac patient—in fact, most of the members aren't.

Anyway, they get down there, and before they know it they are running farther, faster—no pain.

In nine months I can turn an ordinary person into a marathon runner."Hot damn, a story! I

wondered if I slumped in my chair or sighed too loud or did anything else—wept, perhaps—that

might have betrayed my relief at getting through that meeting. It didn't matter. I soaked up all

the information I could about the Marathon Clinic and decided to be satisfied with that. For the

moment I could just write Scaff himself off as a manic, crazed, snake-oil man who advised



canoe paddlers about carbohydrate-loading diets, raved about some exercise theory on radio

talk shows, conducted a heretical cardiological practice, and sat up in bed with a loaded .44

pistol.I turned off the tape recorder, trying to arrange the relevant parts of Scaff's tirade into an

easy-to-follow story about running—just running, thank you. But it was hard to forget the rest of

it. With a straight face he had declared that running marathons would make people immune

from heart disease. And it was not only what he said but how he said it. Scaff had pronounced

it to be so. No debate; it was fact. He wasn't just a shill; he was a cocky, pedantic, didactic,

arrogant one as well."Do you smoke?" he asked."Cigarettes? Oh—ah, no. No, I don't

smoke.""Do you run?"Oh, all right! Checking out my credentials. Super. I decided to play my

trump card very modestly."Yeah, a little bit.""How far?"Here it comes! "Two miles, three times a

week."No great change of expression came over Scaff's face. "How long does it take you?" he

asked, but without any challenge in his voice."Ah . . . about fifteen, maybe twenty minutes.""You

should slow down, run four miles, and try to go for an hour." Back at the newspaper offices, I

stood slack-jawed and listened to a colleague give me the rest of the story."Oh, sure. Didn't you

know? Buck has been one of Scaff's patients for a while now. He's had several bypass

operations, the whole thing."So Scaff's "in" with the paper, the good press for the marathon,

existed because Scaff was the Exec's cardiologist. Our boss's very life depended on this

arrogant radical!I quickly picked my story out of the tray and began some serious revisions on

my descriptions of Scaff's personality. At that point, Ron DeLacy, the sports editor, looked

up."Hey, 'Miles,' you going to have a feature every day this week for us?""Ah, well . . . I'm not

sure . . . got to see what comes up and—""Wait, wait, wait." He smiled. "Let's just pretend there

wasn't a question mark on the end of that sentence."I wrote a lot of stories on the marathon. I

taxed my imagination to think of features that would not require more interviews with Jack

Scaff. So now I'm wondering what, aside from a sudden masochistic impulse, caused me to

leap into a project so dangerously related to a hoopla guy like Scaff. All those stories, perhaps.I

look across the car seat and try to envision myself explaining to Scaff why I've decided to do

this book. ("I'll believe it when I see it," he has said, Scaff now the skeptic.) How, especially

considering this weird journalist/adversary relationship we have, can I tell him that despite his

hype, despite his showman's promotional pitches, despite his tendency toward run-amok

exaggeration—that I believe him? That somewhere in the course of having covered the event

I've developed a faith in it? And that part of this journal will be an effort to retrace my steps,

look more closely at what I've already seen, to find out why I'm doing this at all.Yeah. A book.

Join up with Tom Wolfe's New Journalism Marauders and stick to you, Jack Scaff, and to

everything that's going on with this marathon, like adhesive tape. Yeah. Blow the dust off some

typewriters. I feel better."I'm going to cut back on these talks soon," says Scaff, turning a

corner. "I used to be doing it every night. Donna goes and listens in the audience every time.

She must have heard this talk a hundred times. This one is the good one, slides and

everything. I even get paid for it sometimes. I got paid a thousand dollars by the Western

Potato Chip Manufacturers. I'm getting my way paid to the Reno Marathon for the same one-

hour talk."And there was a time when Scaff would have paid them for the opportunity to talk—

probably still would, if it came to that.The car pulls into the Blue Hawaii garage.The Blue

Hawaii is opulent, plush, a bit overstuffed. The decor, naturally, is blue: blue carpets, blue

banisters, blue waiters, and a blue fountain, lighted and dribbling against a far wall. It's cool.

The patrons are cool, clustered in dim circles like the molecules of ice in their Scotch and

waters. And, one would guess, they are into some money—the Blue Hawaii is an expensive

restaurant. Maybe a little chilly, but then everything here is fairly well-padded, everyone a bit

overstuffed.The maitre d', a round, balding sort, greets Dr. Jack Scaff and party at the door. It's



an interesting contrast, the maitre d' and Scaff. Scaff walks not so much with a swagger as with

the assured air of a vindicated prophet enjoying the new riches of public acceptance; the

maitre d' hunches in an obsequious shuffle.Scaff & Co. are led to the upstairs banquet room by

this corpulent fellow. One can only guess how Scaff sizes him up. The poor wretch is probably

a glob of sticky arteries, irregular heartbeats, and accumulated cholesterol from all those heavy

meals. This padded blue spiral staircase is probably the only exercise he gets all day. God, will

he make it? Incredibly, he does and shows Scaff et al. to the room. The doctor nods and lets

the maitre d' descend.Tonight Scaff will address a collection of about thirty Honolulu dentists, a

fairly lean, healthy-looking group who, for God knows what reason, want to hear Scaff lecture

about the value of exercise, particularly long-distance running, in eliminating heart

disease.Scaff's lectures are actually sermons, much in the mode of that swayer of masses,

Rev. Billy Graham—but with the purpose of delaying, rather than ensuring, one's departure to

Heaven. The technique is the same. He will start out with some innocuous anecdote, designed

to establish rapport with his audience. Next comes the crisis/fire-and-brimstone section in

which the mortal statistics of inactivity are hammered home—which Scaff hopes will wake

everyone to the actual peril they're in. Then a little well-deserved guilt. Then—hallelujah!—the

solution. It is a solution backed up by stacks of medical testimony."I have the exact same

evangelical zeal that everyone on the missionary side of my family had," Scaff said earlier in

the day, "except mine is in cardiology. And I can't tell you why I enjoy it . . . . Did you ever read

The Great Gatsby? The Great Gatsby had so much money he didn't know what to do with it all,

so he used to give these big parties. And during the parties he would sort of stand in his room

and look out from the second floor and see the people having fun. And that's the only way he

knew how to have fun. He didn't have many friends. But he stood there watching all these

people, and if they were enjoying themselves he was happy. I sort of feel that way—I don't

know why."Yes, you do, Jack. Like any creator, you've got a sizeable ego—you'd have to, just to

have the audacity to dream up and then act on all your schemes. And like any artist, your ego

enjoys seeing the fruits of its labor."Of course, I enjoy knowing that, at what I do, I'm the best

there is. I've got a sense of pride. I'm not afraid of anybody. There's not a doctor in the United

States that can stand up to me in an argument and win. I say, if marathon running is killing them

—heart patients—show me a case. And they can't."Scaff grew up around New York and is first

of all a promoter. Initially he just promoted Jack Scaff—getting into medical school through

guile and luck.Scaff says the dean of the Seton Hall College of Medicine welcomed him into

the school, despite poor undergraduate grades, because Scaff was a counselor at a summer

camp attended by the dean's son."Are you Bullet Scaff?" asked the dean."Uh, yes.""Do you

remember my son?""Oh, yes. He was . . . uh . . .""He came back from camp a changed kid.

How was he there?""He was a great kid.""You really impressed him, Jack. We need people like

you in medicine." That was the dialogue as Scaff remembers it. What had impressed the kid,

though, was Scaff shooting five bullets, all through the same hole— another piece of freak luck

—to win one of his endless bets with another counselor. Somehow it translated into Scaff's

acceptance into medical school.After med school, he engineered his way into a prestigious

fellowship grant. Smith, Kline and French, a drug company, planned to send thirty young

doctors, picked from all over the country, to remote parts of the world for internships in exotic

places. Scaff applied, but to increase his chances for success he obtained a list of foreign

missionaries from his maternal uncle, who was on the Board of Foreign Missions in the

Philippines. Scaff then wrote to the missionaries saying he would like to come and assist them

out there in the boondocks; would they like him to come? Sure they would. Doctors are hard to

come by. Great! And, oh, yes, would they please write a letter of recommendation, requesting



his assistance, and send it to Smith, Kline and French? Sure. Smith, Kline and French received

around sixty letters requesting Scaff.So Jack Scaff found himself in the Philippines healing

headhunters and their victims. He also got to travel around the Pacific a little and saw Hawai`i.

It was love at first sight. From 1960-63 he interned at Honolulu's Queen's Hospital, then

returned to the Philippines with the Peace Corps until 1966. After that he went to Long Beach,

California, where he became interested in exercise cardiology. It was an open field of medicine,

and while much research had been done on the topic, most physicians seemed to ignore the

findings—that exercise, regular and plentiful, could drastically reduce heart disease.The field of

exercise cardiology was a vacuum waiting to be filled. Young Dr. Scaff reasoned that in

California, he would be just another cardiologist, but in Hawai`i he could become a big fish in a

small pond. Scaff set his sights that way and moved to Hawai`i in 1969. He continued his

exercise research and began to heed its message himself: he took up running. (He also tried

paddling outrigger canoes—a sport he professes to love more than running—but was cut from

the crew.)Scaff continued running and eventually primed himself to run in the 1973 Boston

Marathon. A few months earlier he had come across an article in the American Medical

Joggers Association newsletter by Dr. Thomas Bassler, a California pathologist; the article

stated that people who ran marathons were safe from heart attacks. Bassler had been looking

at autopsy data on former Olympic athletes. In all the short-distance events, like sprints and

hurdles, the athletes' life expectancies were exactly the same as an average person's. But

those athletes who trained for the 10,000 meters had a higher life expectancy and their

incidence of heart attacks dropped 90 percent. In marathon runners (generally finishing the

race in under four hours), the incidence of heart disease was . . . zero.Scaff wrote to Bassler

and in April they met in Boston."I sort of got into a dialogue with him. I looked at his concept

and said, 'You know, those statements are a little vague—"If you run a marathon you won't die

of a heart attack." Some people could take a week to finish a marathon.' He said, 'Well, I didn't

mean that.' 'Well, we better start quantifying it.' "Note the use of the term 'we.' The theory

appealed to Scaff a lot; it was an idea he had wanted to write up himself. But if he couldn't be

the one to introduce it, he could at least refine it and promote it. So the theory was quantified

and qualified but in a shot-in-the-dark manner. It became: "If you run a marathon in four hours

and don't smoke, you will be immune from a heart attack for six years. If it takes you eight

hours, your protection drops to three months. If you smoke, nothing can help you.""We sort of

pulled the figures out of our hats, like the Wright Brothers thinking about flying before they built

a plane. But we published it. We figured if we're wrong everyone would tell us. Sure enough, we

got all these letters from people telling us we were crazy. We said, 'Fine. Show us a case.' But

there weren't any. Every doctor in the world wanted to shoot us down. But they haven't been

able to do it." The banquet room is as long as a train car, but more narrow. It's surprisingly

colorless—very little blue here at all. The audience is polite and receptive. The lecture begins

right after dinner—Scaff at one end of the train car, Donna at midpoint, operating the slide

projector. The lights go down."I'm not approaching you today as a runner, because I wasn't a

runner. I changed from being completely sedentary twelve years ago to the point where in the

past year I've run seven marathons and one fifty-mile run. It means that something has

happened. This was what happened."We all have our heroes. At that time my hero . . . was

Farouk. He was known as the dictator of Egypt. When he could no longer run the country, he

took its assets and retired to a three-story villa, which to my mind represented sound personal

financial planning. He was so lazy that to get from the first to the third floor he would take an

elevator. . . . He also had the largest collection of pornography in the world on that third floor.

We used to lie awake at night in the Philippines wondering how we could get a diplomatic



invitation to visit him there."At this point the group giggles at a slide of Farouk on the beach.

His eyes are shaded by some sort of terry-cloth tennis hat; his legs and feet are shaded by his

enormous stomach."In any case, one night Farouk was in a restaurant very much like this and

he choked to death on a piece of filet mignon and collapsed into the arms of his Italian

mistress."So much for Farouk—except for the fact that he was forty-seven, and I didn't like my

heroes dying at forty-seven. It was an age I was beginning to approach. And in truth, my goal,

like yours, is immortality. But if that goal is unrealistic, then my second goal is old age.

"Do you run?"Oh, all right! Checking out my credentials. Super. I decided to play my trump card

very modestly."Yeah, a little bit.""How far?"Here it comes! "Two miles, three times a week."No

great change of expression came over Scaff's face. "How long does it take you?" he asked, but

without any challenge in his voice."Ah . . . about fifteen, maybe twenty minutes.""You should

slow down, run four miles, and try to go for an hour." Back at the newspaper offices, I stood

slack-jawed and listened to a colleague give me the rest of the story."Oh, sure. Didn't you

know? Buck has been one of Scaff's patients for a while now. He's had several bypass

operations, the whole thing."So Scaff's "in" with the paper, the good press for the marathon,

existed because Scaff was the Exec's cardiologist. Our boss's very life depended on this

arrogant radical!I quickly picked my story out of the tray and began some serious revisions on

my descriptions of Scaff's personality. At that point, Ron DeLacy, the sports editor, looked

up."Hey, 'Miles,' you going to have a feature every day this week for us?""Ah, well . . . I'm not

sure . . . got to see what comes up and—""Wait, wait, wait." He smiled. "Let's just pretend there

wasn't a question mark on the end of that sentence."I wrote a lot of stories on the marathon. I

taxed my imagination to think of features that would not require more interviews with Jack

Scaff. So now I'm wondering what, aside from a sudden masochistic impulse, caused me to

leap into a project so dangerously related to a hoopla guy like Scaff. All those stories, perhaps.I

look across the car seat and try to envision myself explaining to Scaff why I've decided to do

this book. ("I'll believe it when I see it," he has said, Scaff now the skeptic.) How, especially

considering this weird journalist/adversary relationship we have, can I tell him that despite his

hype, despite his showman's promotional pitches, despite his tendency toward run-amok

exaggeration—that I believe him? That somewhere in the course of having covered the event

I've developed a faith in it? And that part of this journal will be an effort to retrace my steps,

look more closely at what I've already seen, to find out why I'm doing this at all.Yeah. A book.

Join up with Tom Wolfe's New Journalism Marauders and stick to you, Jack Scaff, and to

everything that's going on with this marathon, like adhesive tape. Yeah. Blow the dust off some

typewriters. I feel better."I'm going to cut back on these talks soon," says Scaff, turning a

corner. "I used to be doing it every night. Donna goes and listens in the audience every time.

She must have heard this talk a hundred times. This one is the good one, slides and

everything. I even get paid for it sometimes. I got paid a thousand dollars by the Western

Potato Chip Manufacturers. I'm getting my way paid to the Reno Marathon for the same one-

hour talk."And there was a time when Scaff would have paid them for the opportunity to talk—

probably still would, if it came to that.The car pulls into the Blue Hawaii garage.The Blue

Hawaii is opulent, plush, a bit overstuffed. The decor, naturally, is blue: blue carpets, blue

banisters, blue waiters, and a blue fountain, lighted and dribbling against a far wall. It's cool.

The patrons are cool, clustered in dim circles like the molecules of ice in their Scotch and

waters. And, one would guess, they are into some money—the Blue Hawaii is an expensive

restaurant. Maybe a little chilly, but then everything here is fairly well-padded, everyone a bit

overstuffed.The maitre d', a round, balding sort, greets Dr. Jack Scaff and party at the door. It's



an interesting contrast, the maitre d' and Scaff. Scaff walks not so much with a swagger as with

the assured air of a vindicated prophet enjoying the new riches of public acceptance; the

maitre d' hunches in an obsequious shuffle.Scaff & Co. are led to the upstairs banquet room by

this corpulent fellow. One can only guess how Scaff sizes him up. The poor wretch is probably

a glob of sticky arteries, irregular heartbeats, and accumulated cholesterol from all those heavy

meals. This padded blue spiral staircase is probably the only exercise he gets all day. God, will

he make it? Incredibly, he does and shows Scaff et al. to the room. The doctor nods and lets

the maitre d' descend.Tonight Scaff will address a collection of about thirty Honolulu dentists, a

fairly lean, healthy-looking group who, for God knows what reason, want to hear Scaff lecture

about the value of exercise, particularly long-distance running, in eliminating heart

disease.Scaff's lectures are actually sermons, much in the mode of that swayer of masses,

Rev. Billy Graham—but with the purpose of delaying, rather than ensuring, one's departure to

Heaven. The technique is the same. He will start out with some innocuous anecdote, designed

to establish rapport with his audience. Next comes the crisis/fire-and-brimstone section in

which the mortal statistics of inactivity are hammered home—which Scaff hopes will wake

everyone to the actual peril they're in. Then a little well-deserved guilt. Then—hallelujah!—the

solution. It is a solution backed up by stacks of medical testimony."I have the exact same

evangelical zeal that everyone on the missionary side of my family had," Scaff said earlier in

the day, "except mine is in cardiology. And I can't tell you why I enjoy it . . . . Did you ever read

The Great Gatsby? The Great Gatsby had so much money he didn't know what to do with it all,

so he used to give these big parties. And during the parties he would sort of stand in his room

and look out from the second floor and see the people having fun. And that's the only way he

knew how to have fun. He didn't have many friends. But he stood there watching all these

people, and if they were enjoying themselves he was happy. I sort of feel that way—I don't

know why."Yes, you do, Jack. Like any creator, you've got a sizeable ego—you'd have to, just to

have the audacity to dream up and then act on all your schemes. And like any artist, your ego

enjoys seeing the fruits of its labor."Of course, I enjoy knowing that, at what I do, I'm the best

there is. I've got a sense of pride. I'm not afraid of anybody. There's not a doctor in the United

States that can stand up to me in an argument and win. I say, if marathon running is killing them

—heart patients—show me a case. And they can't."Scaff grew up around New York and is first

of all a promoter. Initially he just promoted Jack Scaff—getting into medical school through

guile and luck.Scaff says the dean of the Seton Hall College of Medicine welcomed him into

the school, despite poor undergraduate grades, because Scaff was a counselor at a summer

camp attended by the dean's son."Are you Bullet Scaff?" asked the dean."Uh, yes.""Do you

remember my son?""Oh, yes. He was . . . uh . . .""He came back from camp a changed kid.

How was he there?""He was a great kid.""You really impressed him, Jack. We need people like

you in medicine." That was the dialogue as Scaff remembers it. What had impressed the kid,

though, was Scaff shooting five bullets, all through the same hole— another piece of freak luck

—to win one of his endless bets with another counselor. Somehow it translated into Scaff's

acceptance into medical school.After med school, he engineered his way into a prestigious

fellowship grant. Smith, Kline and French, a drug company, planned to send thirty young

doctors, picked from all over the country, to remote parts of the world for internships in exotic

places. Scaff applied, but to increase his chances for success he obtained a list of foreign

missionaries from his maternal uncle, who was on the Board of Foreign Missions in the

Philippines. Scaff then wrote to the missionaries saying he would like to come and assist them

out there in the boondocks; would they like him to come? Sure they would. Doctors are hard to

come by. Great! And, oh, yes, would they please write a letter of recommendation, requesting



his assistance, and send it to Smith, Kline and French? Sure. Smith, Kline and French received

around sixty letters requesting Scaff.So Jack Scaff found himself in the Philippines healing

headhunters and their victims. He also got to travel around the Pacific a little and saw Hawai`i.

It was love at first sight. From 1960-63 he interned at Honolulu's Queen's Hospital, then

returned to the Philippines with the Peace Corps until 1966. After that he went to Long Beach,

California, where he became interested in exercise cardiology. It was an open field of medicine,

and while much research had been done on the topic, most physicians seemed to ignore the

findings—that exercise, regular and plentiful, could drastically reduce heart disease.The field of

exercise cardiology was a vacuum waiting to be filled. Young Dr. Scaff reasoned that in

California, he would be just another cardiologist, but in Hawai`i he could become a big fish in a

small pond. Scaff set his sights that way and moved to Hawai`i in 1969. He continued his

exercise research and began to heed its message himself: he took up running. (He also tried

paddling outrigger canoes—a sport he professes to love more than running—but was cut from

the crew.)Scaff continued running and eventually primed himself to run in the 1973 Boston

Marathon. A few months earlier he had come across an article in the American Medical

Joggers Association newsletter by Dr. Thomas Bassler, a California pathologist; the article

stated that people who ran marathons were safe from heart attacks. Bassler had been looking

at autopsy data on former Olympic athletes. In all the short-distance events, like sprints and

hurdles, the athletes' life expectancies were exactly the same as an average person's. But

those athletes who trained for the 10,000 meters had a higher life expectancy and their

incidence of heart attacks dropped 90 percent. In marathon runners (generally finishing the

race in under four hours), the incidence of heart disease was . . . zero.Scaff wrote to Bassler

and in April they met in Boston."I sort of got into a dialogue with him. I looked at his concept

and said, 'You know, those statements are a little vague—"If you run a marathon you won't die

of a heart attack." Some people could take a week to finish a marathon.' He said, 'Well, I didn't

mean that.' 'Well, we better start quantifying it.' "Note the use of the term 'we.' The theory

appealed to Scaff a lot; it was an idea he had wanted to write up himself. But if he couldn't be

the one to introduce it, he could at least refine it and promote it. So the theory was quantified

and qualified but in a shot-in-the-dark manner. It became: "If you run a marathon in four hours

and don't smoke, you will be immune from a heart attack for six years. If it takes you eight

hours, your protection drops to three months. If you smoke, nothing can help you.""We sort of

pulled the figures out of our hats, like the Wright Brothers thinking about flying before they built

a plane. But we published it. We figured if we're wrong everyone would tell us. Sure enough, we

got all these letters from people telling us we were crazy. We said, 'Fine. Show us a case.' But

there weren't any. Every doctor in the world wanted to shoot us down. But they haven't been

able to do it." The banquet room is as long as a train car, but more narrow. It's surprisingly

colorless—very little blue here at all. The audience is polite and receptive. The lecture begins

right after dinner—Scaff at one end of the train car, Donna at midpoint, operating the slide

projector. The lights go down."I'm not approaching you today as a runner, because I wasn't a

runner. I changed from being completely sedentary twelve years ago to the point where in the

past year I've run seven marathons and one fifty-mile run. It means that something has

happened. This was what happened."We all have our heroes. At that time my hero . . . was

Farouk. He was known as the dictator of Egypt. When he could no longer run the country, he

took its assets and retired to a three-story villa, which to my mind represented sound personal

financial planning. He was so lazy that to get from the first to the third floor he would take an

elevator. . . . He also had the largest collection of pornography in the world on that third floor.

We used to lie awake at night in the Philippines wondering how we could get a diplomatic



invitation to visit him there."At this point the group giggles at a slide of Farouk on the beach.

His eyes are shaded by some sort of terry-cloth tennis hat; his legs and feet are shaded by his

enormous stomach."In any case, one night Farouk was in a restaurant very much like this and

he choked to death on a piece of filet mignon and collapsed into the arms of his Italian

mistress."So much for Farouk—except for the fact that he was forty-seven, and I didn't like my

heroes dying at forty-seven. It was an age I was beginning to approach. And in truth, my goal,

like yours, is immortality. But if that goal is unrealistic, then my second goal is old age."After

Farouk, I did a search of medical literature and chose, as my topic, Exercise and the

Electrocardiogram (EKG). What I read was impressive enough that I felt if I wanted to reach old

age I had to change my lifestyle. Reluctantly and unpleasantly, I did. But I find that the lifestyle I

am now enjoying is immensely more satisfying than my old one."Whether we care to admit it or

not, we are in the midst of a national epidemic of disease, the like of which has never before

been recorded in the annals of medicine."In the United States today, forty-four percent of all

deaths are due to heart-attacks. That's all deaths. If you include strokes, that brings it up to two-

thirds of all deaths. Now, people who smoke are worried about things like lung cancer. Cancer

only accounts for eighteen percent of all deaths, and lung cancer only four percent. So a

person who smokes does not have to worry about lung cancer, because the probability is that

he's going to die of a heart attack first. Smoking is the single worst risk factor for heart disease.

Ninety-seven percent of fatal heart attacks in men under fifty happen to smokers."Toward the

rear of the room two glowing coals drop into ashtrays."We adopted in the United States, as a

national motto, 'Take it Easy.' And once you do, it has very potent effects on your lifestyle. You

have to delete the word exercise from your vocabulary. 'Take it easy, you're working too hard.'

There has never been one whit of proof that people who work hard have a higher incidence of

heart attacks than people who don't. In fact, there is an interesting statistic: The day you retire

you have a life expectancy of only four more years. The worst thing you can do is quit work. You

must stay active, physically and mentally. The one common characteristic in studies done of

aged peoples—like the Hunzas of Asia, who live to a hundred and fifty—is that they are all

physically active their entire lives."Or: 'I think I'll take a vacation to rest.' No one used to take

vacations to rest. They took vacations to do something, but always returned looking well-

rested. The sine qua non of the hospital is the bed. . . . And then when we get old we go to a

rest home. So this word is very potent. And it affects other things as well."In our public school

system there are only two things that are unconstitutional: One is praying and the other is

exercise. They have dropped physical education from the grammar schools. That means soon

these kids will grow up and go to high school and they'll be able to drop it there. They've

already dropped it at the University of Hawai`i, except for the professionals—football and

basketball. They got rid of track this year. Pretty soon our children will be able to go through

their entire academic careers without ever once having been exposed to habitual physical

activity."Now most of the medical establishment has been opposed to exercise in the treatment

of heart disease. So I'm a heretic. I come to you tonight as a zealot."Scaff now has his

audience eager for the evidence, which he supplies through slides of published studies and

medical documents indicating that inactivity leads to heart disease. He presents data showing

that in societies where heart disease is uncommon, exercise is high.One slide shows a dusty

plain of dried grass sweeping out of some harsh mountains. A column of dark-skinned Mexican

Indians is running across this plain. Ahead of the pack, in the foreground, is a beat-up wooden

ball. Scaff quotes from a medical journal: " 'A modern counterpart of the Spartans is found in a

little-known tribe of Indians, variously estimated to number between thirty- to fifty-thousand,

residing in an isolated area of mountains encompassing the Continental Divide of northern



Mexico. Rather than war, the incentive for physical development among the peace-loving

Tarahumara Indians lies simply in sustaining existence in some of the most rugged wilderness

of North America. Probably more of a factor, however, is the fact that running is their principal

sport . . . .Unusual stamina has characterized the Tarahumara since the earliest recorded

descriptions of the tribe—in which there is surely the most primitive method of hunting a deer—

that of running after it relentlessly for a couple of days until the animal drops from

exhaustion. . . . But the Tarahumara's high level of physical conditioning is nowhere as evident

as in their kickball races, which seem to be almost the reason for existence in this harsh and

precarious life. The sport consists of running continuously, day and night, along paths and trails

along the mountainous terrain, kicking an object the size of a tennis ball made of wood. Races

covering distances of seventy-five miles or so are common.'"They're not just talking about the

Olympian Tarahumara. They're talking about the whole tribe of people—the kids, the women,

the old. Every one of them can do this at a drop of a hat. We used to be like that!"Then another

slide comes on, showing Scaff's treadmill, which he uses for stress tests on his patients'

hearts."You've all had electrocardiograms, so now I'll show you what it means."The treadmill is

Scaff's primary tool. In a controlled setting—with oxygen tanks, defibrillators, and resuscitators

on hand—he puts patients through a strenuous run on the treadmill and records the heart's

actions at various levels of exertion, all with fairly little risk to the patients."Even though our

lawyers disagree with us, we feel that if we're going to have a complication during exercise, we

want to have it right here where we can take care of it—rather than on the job or on the golf

course. In our experience since 1969 we have not had any patients with heart disease collapse

and die while following their exercise prescriptions. How is that so? Well, if we find that they

start having trouble, say at a heart rate of one hundred and sixty beats per minute, we teach

them to take their pulse and never let it go over one hundred forty."The treadmill is like an

overgrown belt sander. The belt can be made to run at different speeds and can be tilted to

simulate hills. A patient, wired to an EKG machine, holds onto a bar at the front of the treadmill

and walk/runs for ten minutes while the heartbeats are recorded. Irregular beats, peculiar

curves on the graph, can indicate hidden heart diseases and even pinpoint which variety.It is

almost symbolic. It illustrates a maxim appropriate to anyone training for a marathon or, for that

matter, to anyone moving toward any goal. It also provides a good setting for Scaff to promote

his long-distance running prescription. On the treadmill, If you're standing still, you're going

backwards. Twelve hours before the Blue Hawai`i lecture, Mike, a lean, balding, well-tanned

executive of about fifty, his chest wired with electrodes, stepped onto Scaff's treadmill.On the

wall nearby are cartoons of Scaff at work and a framed motto, taken from Paul Dudley White,

President Eisenhower's physician, who shocked the public by getting Ike to exercise a little

after his heart attack. It reads: The only way for a rich man to be healthy is by exercise and

abstinence. To live as if he were poor.The treadmill snapped to life. Mike ran. The oscilloscope

flicked on, showing Mike's heart painting graceful mountains and broad valleys across the

screen. Scaff alternated between consulting Mike, making small talk, and narrating."If you

overtrain it can be dangerous, sure. Just like if you drink too much water you can drown. You

have to take the right amount. If you take too much of a drug it can kill you. If you take the right

amount it can cure you. You can look at running as a drug. The thing is, what's the right

amount? Until recently, exercise has been drastically under prescribed."Scaff turned a crank

and the speed of the tread increased. Mike plodded on, eyes straight ahead, his face hardened

in the manner of the Stoic athlete. Scaff continued his diatribe."In 1938 they did studies of how

the heart works—running men and women until they dropped of exhaustion, went into oxygen

debt, collapsed. . . . We've seen that in the Olympics. If a guy crosses the finish line with a big



smile on his face, it means he hasn't run a very good race. If he collapses before the finish line,

it means he has run a poorer race. But if he collapses right at the finish line, it means he's

balanced supply and demand perfectly and he's run the best race he could on that day."Mike's

eyes widened a little after hearing that, and the oscilloscope mountains became more jagged

and the valleys a little shorter. Three minutes to go. Scaff increased the pace a little while the

nurse monitored the machine."So anyhow, they took men and women of various ages and ran

them till they fell down. And then they took their heart rates. They found that, for example, forty-

year-old men and women consistently collapsed at a heart rate of a hundred eighty beats per

minute."With one minute to go, Scaff increased the pace to six miles per hour. For the entire

minute, Mike's eyes fastened to the timer while his body just tried to hang in there. At last it

ended.Mike stepped off the treadmill and took a seat on the bench, his stomach moving in and

out in an effort to keep up with his breathing. Scaff meanwhile checked the EKG readout. The

test showed that Mike had no heart disease. But Scaff didn't mention that yet."Have you ever

been to the Marathon Clinic?" Scaff asked.One needn't point out the effect of such a question

on a man who, in the first place, is worried enough about his heart to have it checked out, who

sits, somewhere near exhaustion, heart beating rapidly, his whole attention focused on the

possibly shattering results of his test."Uh, last year. Once. I got sidetracked, though. I like tennis

better," Mike said between gasps. "How's the test?""Listen, come down to the clinic for four

Sundays, just four Sundays, and I guarantee you'll keep coming. Look, there's a lot of good

times down there. Easy pace, fresh mornings, beautiful runs. . . . And the women! You should

see—""OK, yeah. Maybe I'll come down this Sunday. How was the test?"Scaff kept the con

going long enough, just long enough for Mike to make a bet with him: Mike would come to the

Honolulu Marathon Clinic four times. If he didn't love it by then, Scaff would owe him some

beer. If he loved. . . he loved it.
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